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Dearest members of the Class of 2020,

Congratulations, you’ve made it! And by “it,” I mean a TikTok video of your history teacher’s epic quest to figure out how to use Zoom.

When most of you started your high school careers back in 2015, the world was a very different place. Game of Thrones was a smash hit that no one could ever screw up. Prince Harry was allied with England, and England was allied with Europe. Mad Max was a fictional movie, not a literal depiction of a trip to the grocery store to buy toilet paper. Concerts were legal, marijuana was not. There were only 12 movies in the Avengers series. Kobe Bryant was alive, and fascism was dead.

Back in 2015, The Weeknd had a smash hit with “Can’t Feel My Face.” Now? LOL, what even is “a weekend?”

Five years ago, you would never be murdered by a hornet, and no one, and I mean no one, was encouraging you to treat a killer virus by drinking bleach.


These have been tumultuous times for all of us, particularly the last few months with the COVID-19 crisis. Among all the uncertainty and upheaval, you grads quietly have been deprived of a rite of passage that for decades most adults across North America have enjoyed at the conclusion of high school.

No prom. No big parties. No all-grad boat cruiser. No day devoted to celebrating you and your cohorts and all your wonderful achievements. It’s a bummer.

I’m not going to sit here and tell you that you didn’t miss anything, that proms are overrated money traps and grad ceremonies are awkward sweltering affairs in packed gymnasiums where you have to listen to the class president tell one too many “jokes” about all the lifelong friendships forged on “those trips to Dairy Queen with the crew.”

There’s no doubt that for a lot of people, prom sucked. Who wants to party with 200 2

Graduating students from Seycove Secondary toss their caps during a physically distanced graduation photo-op June 3. Graduating students all over the world are celebrating in different ways due to the COVID-19 pandemic. PHOTO THE CANADIAN PRESS/JONATHAN HAYWARD
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other people who range from “best friends” to “vague acquaintances” to “mortal enemies” to “hey, didn’t that guy move to Alaska to live with his dad after setting the chem lab on fire?”

For others, grad was surely the perfect end to an enchanted sojourn through secondary school. Cap tossing, a dance with the prom king, a midnight toast, and day-after milkshakes at the local diner. Those were, The Best Days Of Our Lives!

For most people, grad ceremonies likely fell somewhere in the middle of those extremes. My “safe grad” party was held, and I am not making this up, in a barn. Small town Alberta, eh? My recollections are hazy (because of my, ahem, age), but I believe before the dance started they took the pigs out of the barn. Wanted to keep it fancy.

About the only concrete memory I have of that night is actually finally arriving back home early in the morning and peeling my fancy farm party clothes off at the back door. Who knew prom would involve so much mud?

At least, I think it was mud. Sadly, you folks won’t get to find out where you landed on the how-cool-was-prom scale. And that sucks.

But – and of course, you knew there was a “but” coming – I would argue that we are in the perfect time with these COVID-19 restrictions slowly loosening for at least some people. The going has been remarkably dedicated to following provincial health guidelines and doing whatever is needed to stop the spread of COVID-19. And many of you have done so while also being thrust into precarious positions as essential workers at our shops and grocery stores.

You’ve followed all the health orders despite growing mounds of evidence that you were not at as much risk as other age demographics. No one under 40 has died of COVID-19 in B.C., and no one under 20 has even been admitted to the ICU.

But you still followed the health guidelines, and you did it to protect your parents and grandparents, your co-workers and all the front-line workers battling this pandemic. And we know that you will continue to do so for as long as it takes to beat this virus.

It’s inspiring, and instructive. Together here in B.C. we’ve shown what a population can do if they all unite towards a common goal, a greater good. What’s more powerful than everyone sacrificing to literally save the lives of our most vulnerable?

Maybe you didn’t get a prom, but maybe you got something much more poignant. You have seen the good we can do when we all work together.

Take that knowledge, that power with you as you go out into the world. Stay united, stay strong, bring people together to achieve great things.

The Class of 2020 is a grad year truly like no other. Never forget that.

Andy Prest is sports editor for the North Shore News. He writes a humour/lifestyle column that runs biweekly. He graduated from high school the year The Big Lebowski was released, and Rolling Stone magazine’s top song of the year was Harvey Danger, with “Flagpole Sitta.”

Gowns await their physical distancing students at the site of the North Vancouver School District’s virtual grad ceremonies in early June 2020. PHOTO NVSD

L to R: Dr. Quinn Harris, Dr. Sarah Pankratz, Dr. Lida Fereydouni, Dr. Sanaz Sari Khani, Dr. Liz Willsey, Dr. Rajkumar Luke Vijendra Das, Dr. Carmela Solimine, Dr. Dean Brown (Site Director). Bottom: Dr. Jordon Townsend, Dr. Win Win Wong

Congratulations to the newest cohort of graduates of the UBC Family Practice Residency Program - Coastal site! This group of talented physicians completed their training on the North Shore and we owe gratitude to their teachers: family doctors who open their offices to UBC trainees, LGH physicians and staff who take the time to teach, GPs in rural areas of the Coastal Community of Care - and to the patients, who become the best teachers of all, when they enable our UBC residents to participate in their care.

The University of British Columbia

Department of Family Practice
Faculty of Medicine

Family Practice Residency Program | University of British Columbia
Coastal Site | Lions Gate Hospital
2516 – 2nd floor, HOpe Centre, UBC Medical Education
1337 St. Andrews Avenue, North Vancouver 604-984-5000 ext. 5220
Grads find wild way to celebrate together

In the June 10, 2020 edition of the North Shore News, we ran a feature article written by reporter Jane Seyd about the unique circumstances surrounding the graduation of the Class of 2020.

In reply, we got this wonderful letter as well as some photos from graduating Argyle Secondary student Adam Steele. We liked the letter and photos so much, we thought we’d share them with you here.

Congratulations Adam, and all the grads of the Class of 2020!

Dear Jane,

I was very impressed by the recognition you gave us 2020 grads in your article in the June 10 edition of the News. Though we’ve had to face significant disappointment this year, I agree with the West Van grad in saying that we, the Class of 2020, will hold all our memories so much closer than other graduating classes. I also echo the optimism that one of your older interviewees had that we “will find ways to find meaning in [our] unusual graduation.” After our convocation before the cameras on May 29, I think my friends and I did just that.

Once each of us had had our walk across the stage at the Education Services Centre on Lonsdale, myself and four other friends gathered in one of our backyards for a party, similar to the Windsor grad you interviewed. Sitting in a circle on the back lawn of my friend’s Upper Lynn Valley home, we stared up at Lynn Peak and thought, “Gezz, we should climb that hill some time.” Soon enough, we had it in our heads that a photo in grad regalia would be all the more memorable from the top of the mountain than at the ESC.

And so we hatched a plan. After a fun and socially-distanced evening of chatting and snacking, we all went home for a couple of hours of sleep before dragging ourselves out of bed again, bright and early. Being the first ones up the mountain was a heady feeling in and of itself, but as we took our gowns and caps out of our backpacks and began snapping photos, we all began to feel just how special the moment was. Sure, we had missed out on what we all expected for grad, but we all had to admit, this was a pretty cool consolation prize.

And so, just as mentioned in your article, we were able to find some meaning to our graduation. Sure, it wasn’t a gaudy downtown banquet, or an exhilarating prom and after-prom, but my friends and I found our own way to make celebrating grad work. I doubt that any grads have made a similar trip to ours – at least pre-COVID – but I think now, more kids will be having opportunities to celebrate this special moment in our histories, however they present themselves.

So, next time you’re out for a walk in the woods and come upon a group of teenagers, you might want to keep your eyes peeled for caps and gowns among the hiking boots and backpacks of the Class of 2020!

North Vancouver grads gather for a mountaintop photo-op following their virtual convocation. Grads are finding new ways to mark their milestone during these unique times of pandemic physical distancing. PHOTO: ADAM STEELE

Thank you for giving newspaper coverage to us kids, as we leave school and begin to navigate our strange new world. Good community journalism is important and cannot be overlooked, and with the quality and depth of your writing, I’m sure you’re helping retain readership among our generation. Your efforts do not go unnoticed by the Class of 2020.

All the best,
Adam Steele
Ecole Argyle Secondary

A group of friends set out early in the morning in search of a unique grad photo.
Congratulations Brendan,
on earning your Civil
Engineering degree. You
worked super hard and
we are incredibly proud
of you. Brendan, you are
a true leader, innovator
and curious learner. Your
future shines bright and
the world awaits all your
great accomplishments.

All our love, Nanny and Dad

Brendan

UBC, CIVIL ENGINEERING

Elizabeth worked so hard
and diligently to complete
her degree in four years
and with honors. We are so
proud of her dedication and
commitment to her education.
Congratulations on obtaining
your Bachelor of Arts degree
in Communications along with
a certificate in Urban
Studies from Simon Fraser
University.

Love, Dad and Mom

Elizabeth Cain

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY, BACHELOR OF ARTS,
COMMUNICATIONS WITH A CERTIFICATE IN URBAN STUDIES

Samantha successfully
completed her degree in
nursing to become a registered
nurse (RN). We are so
proud and inspired by her
dedication and determination.
Congratulations on completing
your Bachelor of Science
in Nursing from Thompson
Rivers University and
fulfilling your dream to work
as a nurse in Powell River.

Love Dad and Mom

Samantha

THOMPSON RIVERS UNIVERSITY, BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Congratulations Emma!
Believe in how special you
are, go follow your dreams!
The years go by fast --
remember to trust in your
heart to guide you. Proud to
see what a beautiful young
lady you have become. All
the best at UBC.

Love from your family and
all your relatives

Emma

WINDSOR SECONDARY

Congratulations Rebecca
on all your success and
achievements! It’s been a
joy watching you grow into
the strong, compassionate,
bright and curious learner.
Your tenacity, kindness, and work ethic
have made us proud. Your
future will be exciting to
watch unfold.

Love your biggest fans!
Mom, Dad, Ashley, Molly

Rebecca Campbell

WINDSOR SECONDARY

Thespian, comedian,
bright and curious learner.
Your tenacity, kindness, and work ethic
have made us proud. Your
future will be exciting to
watch unfold.

Love your biggest fans!
Mom, Dad, Ashley, Molly

Rebecca Campbell

WINDSOR SECONDARY

Congratulations on obtaining
your Bachelor of Science degree.
We are so proud of you
and want to celebrate all
your hard work! Next step:
Capilano University. Use
your power for good! We
love you and wish you all the
best!

Mom, Dad, and Carter

Samantha

THOMPSON RIVERS UNIVERSITY, BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Jadon

WINDSOR SECONDARY

Congratulations on this
important milestone! We
love you and are so proud
of you. Wishing you success
and happiness as you start at
the University of Calgary.

Love Mom, Sarah, and Grama. xo

Alyssa

ARGYLE SECONDARY

Congratulations on this
important milestone! We
love you and are so proud
of you. Wishing you success
and happiness as you start at
the University of Calgary.

Love Mom, Sarah, and Grama. xo

Jenna

ARGYLE SECONDARY

Macie, your hard work and
dedication to your studies
while being an outstanding
athlete is commendable.
Your whole family is very
proud of what you have
accomplished and
wish you all the best in
your future endeavours.
Enjoy post-secondary
studies!

Love your family

Macie

HANDSWORTH SECONDARY, FRENCH IMMERSION

Even though graduation is
going to look different for
you, all of your hard work
over these past five years
have paid off. Congrats
on getting into the Justice
Institute. We are so proud of
you Matt!

Love Mom, Dad, Nic and Lucas

Matthew

ARGYLE SECONDARY
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of you. Wishing you success
and happiness as you start at
the University of Calgary.

Love from Mom, Dad and Casey
and rest of the family

Jadon

WINDSOR SECONDARY
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Congratulations!
Kelsey Denison
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL
JURIS DOCTOR

We want to wish Kelsey congratulations on reaching her pinnacle of study by achieving a Juris Doctor degree from Columbia Law School in New York City, where she was a James Kent Scholar and received a certificate of international law.

Kelsey will be starting her career at the New York law firm of Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz. This is Kelsey’s second ivy league degree, having previously graduated from Princeton University, magna cum laude, in 2016.

Love from your family

Congratulations!
Madeleine Rose Ehinger
CARSON GRAHAM SECONDARY

Congratulations Maddy! Your kind heart, your love of art and figure skating and your thoughtfulness make us very proud. We wish you every success and happiness in your life. Shine on!

Love Mom, Dad, Sarah and Tyler and all your family and friends both here in BC and in Manitoba

Congratulations!
Max Forrest
WINDSOR SECONDARY

Huge congratulations on your graduation! I have every faith you will find the adventure, travel and passion you hope for as you journey forward. "What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to what lies within us.” — Ralph Waldo Emerson

With great love from Mom and everyone in your family

Congratulations!
Owen Howard
SENTINEL SECONDARY

We are so happy to share in the excitement of your graduation day and we are very proud of you too. Someday you will look back and think, wow I graduated at the strangest time ever. Looking forward to your next adventure at Western University!

Love, Mom, Dad and Grace

Congratulations!
Gracie Janes
HANDSWORTH SECONDARY

Congratulations Gracie! We are incredibly proud of your achievements. It’s an honour and privilege to be part of this journey with you. Your talent and tenacity will take you to new vistas to embark on who you are. Embrace life with passion and keep reaching for your star!

Love Mom and Dad

Congratulations!
Lauryn Johnstone
ARYLE SECONDARY

Congrats LoJo! You’re a rock star! You can now shun the stigma of attending Dad’s high school! Ha! We’re proud and wish you much health, wealth & happiness sailing the seven seas as a “triple threat” revue cast performer onboard cruise ships. What’s “The Name of the Game?”

Love Mom, Dad, BoJo & the Kitties

Congratulations!
Hannah Jussinoja
WINDSOR SECONDARY

Congratulations on your graduation, Hannah! You have worked hard and we are incredibly proud of all you have accomplished. We are so excited for you as you begin your study of Sciences at the University of Victoria.

Love from Mom, Dad, and Katja

Congratulations!
Jenna London
SUTHERLAND SECONDARY

Jenna will be studying at the Justice Institute of British Columbia as well as Criminology & Psychology at Capilano University in Fall 2020. Jenna plans on traveling to Brazil and Italy in the near future. We are excited to see you thrive in this next chapter of life!

Love, your family

Congratulations!
Christopher MacCallum
COLLINGWOOD SCHOOL

Congratulations on your graduation! Thank you to Mr. Buchan, Ms. Hetherington, Mr. Schaldemose and Mr. Smith for their support, guidance and inspiration. We are very proud of you and wish you all the best with your graduate studies and beyond.

Love Mom, Dad, Annie and Holly

Congratulations!
Chloe Di Salle
WINDSOR SECONDARY

We are so incredibly proud of you! You have worked so hard and accomplished so much in high school. We are excited for you to pursue your passion for film at Ryerson University in Toronto. Your future is bright!

Love, Mum, Dad, Ciara and all of your friends
Congratulations Alizé Rainnie!

You did it! You’ve graduated with honours from the French Immersion program and now you’re starting the next phase of your life. We’re so proud of you and know that your determination will be your future guide. Good luck at the University of Victoria.

Love mom and dad

Congratulations Owen McGregor!

Congratulations Owen! You proved that you can accomplish anything you put your mind to - including successfully graduating from French Immersion. Grad 2020 will be remembered for being unique and unparalleled but also unexpectedly extraordinary - just like you. We are so proud of you!

All our love, Mom, Dad and Kaiya

Congratulations Caitlin Mollison!

Congratulations Cait on achieving this milestone. We are so proud of you and of your hard work and dedication! We look forward to watching you pursue your dreams. Our love and best wishes for the future.

Mum, Dad, Nic and Mads

Congratulations Madison Monahan!

We are so proud of you in everything you have accomplished. We admire you for the way you dealt with your 2020 grad year! Congratulations on your honour roll, scholarship and acceptance to university. We love you to the moon and back! We wish you all that you dream of!

Love Mum, Dad, Mason and the rest of your family

Congratulations Noelle Morrow!

Our darling Noelle, you have consistently made us proud, for the beautiful, intelligent, talented, confident person you are. Continue to stay true to yourself and you will achieve whatever your heart desires. We love you! Next stop, U.B.C.

Love from your family

Congratulations Michael O’Flynn!

Congratulations on your graduation from St. Thomas Aquinas, and acceptance to Acadia University and the Axemen soccer team. Your determination, kind and compassionate spirit, and outgoing personality will serve you well as you embark on this new chapter in your life. We are proud beyond belief!

Love Mom and Dad

Congratulations Maggie Osieja!

Watching you excel in so many school subjects has been a great experience. Doing that while being a national athlete in diving has made it amazing. Congratulations on your grad, can’t wait to see what you conquer next. Look out world!

Love Mom and Dad

Congratulations Charlotte Power!

Hard to imagine that a child conceived in the back of a car in the Cleveland Dam parking lot could have achieved so much. If we only knew who the father was? A 23andMe grad gift awaits should you wish to seek out the truth. Bella ciao!

Love Mom, Uncle Denis, Sophie and the extended family

Congratulations Brooklyn Pringle!

We hope your dreams take you.... to the corners of your smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to the windows of your opportunities, and to the most special places your heart has ever known!

Love from Mom, Dad & your entire family

Congratulations Alizé Rainnie!

Congratulations Ali, on this incredible milestone in your life. We are so proud of you and the hard work that you’ve put in to graduate and get accepted into university. You are gifted with determination, intelligence and humour. We love you and could not be happier for you!

Mom and Dad

Congratulations Vanessa Rivard!

Congratulations on your graduation! We are so proud of everything you have accomplished and cannot wait to see what the future holds for you. Good luck at the University of Victoria.

Love Mom and Dad

Congratulations Maya Schiller!

Dear Maya,

Congratulations on your graduation from high school – we are very proud of you and wish you all the best!

Love Oma, Opa and all the family
Congratulations!

April Stirling
SUTHERLAND SECONDARY

We are so proud of what you have accomplished! Wishing you all the very best in your first year at UBC.

Love Mom and Dad

Simone Stickland
UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY, BCOMM & B KIN (HONOURS)

Our brilliant and beautiful Simone - we are so proud of your accomplishments and the wonderful woman you have grown to be. We know that you will take on your career with the same enthusiasm and dedication that have made all your educational pursuits such amazing successes. The world is yours and we can’t wait to see what comes next! We love you to the moon and back.

Mom & Dad, Marc, Ellie, Mimi & your many fans!

Gabrielle Stickland
ROCKRIDGE SECONDARY

Ellie - our feisty and gorgeous baby girl - HAPPY GRADUATION! You have achieved so much in your first 12 years of education and we know there are many amazing and wonderful accomplishments ahead in university. We are infinitely proud of you and wish you a ton of success at UBC Sauder. The best is yet to come and we know you will take it on with your usual grace and confidence. Here’s to the next chapter - U GOT THIS!

Love you tons ~ Mom & Dad, Simone, Marc, Mimi & all your friends and family

Julia Isabella Sikich
WINDSOR SECONDARY

“What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to what lies within us.” - R.W. Emerson

We are so in awe of the person you are inside, and excited to see where you go next. Be proud of this moment because you earned it. Be bold, be courageous and be you.

Love Mom and Dad

Emma Soothill
ALPHA SECONDARY

We are so very proud of our granddaughter, Emma… a consistent “straight A” student and a talented young actor. Emma received two offers to train in drama in New York but, to our delight, has accepted an offer from Studio 58 in Vancouver. We can’t wait to see her soar!

With love and pride,
Nana and Grandpa

Kailyn Smith
HANDSWORTH SECONDARY

We are proud to announce that Kailyn Smith is graduating from Handsworth Secondary. Kailyn is an amazing, compassionate person, who excelled in the Rugby Academy and has loved the sport since first trying it in Grade 9. Kailyn plans to pursue a career in kinesiology and sports nutrition.

Congratulations Kailyn!

Love from your family

Sentinel grad Connor Brown throws his cap during his virtual grad ceremony. PHOTO MIKE WAKEFIELD

Seycove grads find a unique spot for a photo of friends from the same social distance bubble. PHOTO FIONA PRIMERANO

Windsor Secondary grads Venice Dang and Paige Sharpe celebrate a virtual prom in May. PHOTO KATE BOURDON

Carson Graham grad Logan Weidner, with man’s best friend. PHOTO WEIDNER FAMILY

Photo booth!
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Congratulations! Shaylee Weitman
WINDSOR SECONDARY

To our daughter Shaylee on her graduation. We are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments.

“Shoot for the moon because even if you miss you’ll land amongst the stars!”

Congratulations, we can’t wait to see the places you’ll go -- you can do anything!

Love your family

Congratulations! Nolan Strong
ACADIA UNIVERSITY, BBA

Congratulations on your BBA and playing football for the Axemen. You leave with fond memories of teammates, university, Wolfville and the maritime culture of your ancestors. Take pride in how far you’ve come and faith in how far you can go, including your STRONGPODS supplement business started while at Acadia!

Love Mom, Dad, Wes, Jessica and family xo

Congratulations! Sarah Sullivan
ARGYLE SECONDARY

Congratulations on your well-deserved success. It is a testament to your character and willingness to work hard and persevere. Wishing you the most wonderful adventures as you set out to take on new challenges at Acadia University.

Love Mom, Dad, Baird and Angel Finn

Congratulations! Madilyn Townsend
WINDSOR SECONDARY

Your many accomplishments, both academically and as a Worlds-level athlete assures us you are headed for much success. We’re excited that you will be pursuing medicine post-secondary and want you to know how very proud of you we are.

Love Mom & Dad, Taelyn, Ashlyn, Nan (G) and Nana Jude

Congratulations! Kelly Tsumura
WEST VANCOUVER SECONDARY

I am so proud of you and wish you all the best at the University of Victoria. Follow your heart, never give up on your dreams, and always remember to have fun! I love you so much and know you will be successful no matter what you decide to do in life.

Congratulations and lots of love from Mum xo

Congratulations! Rebecca Varty
UBC, BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY

“Education is our passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare for it today.” —Malcolm X

We are very proud of you; you have worked hard and we wish you every success for your future.

Lots of love from your family and friends

Congratulations! Ava Helen L. Visosky
COLLINGWOOD SCHOOL

Congratulations to our beautiful granddaughter, Ava... on graduating amidst all the trials and tribulations... the year that you won’t forget, having to finish your schooling on line. You did it... now knock them dead at UBC. We love you.

Gma and Gpa

Congratulations! Kristjana Walker
HANDSWORTH SECONDARY

Congratulations on your graduation! We are so proud of everything you have accomplished in your first 18 years. We know you will be successful studying marine science and playing field hockey at the University of Maine. As Dr. Seuss said “Oh, the Places You’ll Go!”

We love you, Mum and Dad

Congratulations! Jaime Watt
WINDSOR SECONDARY

Congratulations! Your hard work day in and day out has paid off. You make us so proud. A bright future is waiting ahead and we are excited to see where life takes you. We love you!

Mom, Dad and Ryan xo

Congratulations! Shaylee Weitman
WINDSOR SECONDARY

To our daughter Shaylee on her graduation. We are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments.

“Shoot for the moon because even if you miss you’ll land amongst the stars!”

Congratulations, we can’t wait to see the places you’ll go -- you can do anything!

Love your family

Congratulations! Ella Zinck
SEYCove SECONDARY

Congratulations, Ella! Your hard work and determination make us so proud and we cannot wait to see what you accomplish next. You radiate joy and positivity in all that you do. Always remember, “you’re the one who can fill the world with sunshine!”

Perserverance + Resilience = Success
Way to go 2020 graduates!
Dear NVSD graduates,

You made it, but there was never any doubt.

Starting in kindergarten, we saw your courage and your determination.

Everything you need to succeed in life has been with you all along.

Our hope is that we – as educators, coaches, and mentors – helped you realize your true potential.

Your remarkable resilience has been proven, especially these last few months. The grace and poise with which you have marked this important milestone is to be commended.

Know that the NVSD stands behind the Class of 2020, and that boundless opportunities are on the horizon for you.

Class trips, championship games, band concerts, clubs and school projects may be in the rear-view mirror, but high school memories live on forever.

Cherish the friendships and sage advice gifted to you along the way since the first day of school.

As you step into the next stage of your life, remember to be inquisitive, carve your own path, be courageous, and above all – show kindness.

Wherever your journey takes you next, never forget the formative memories you made in North Vancouver.

Chenchenstway – we are in this together.

Congratulations to the Class of 2020 – we salute you!

MARK PEARMAIN
SUPERINTENDENT
NORTH VANCOUVER
SCHOOL DISTRICT

CHRISTIE SACré
CHAIR
NORTH VANCOUVER
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Erika Adachi
Rashmi Adikari
Jessica Ainsworth
Lucas Alexander
Christopher Andersen
Kyle Baigent
Kyra Baird
Spencer Beattie
Talen Bentley-Michaud
Kari Berry-Davis
Nicola Birrell
Alessandro Bantis
Robert Bowen
James Boysis
Holly Brewer
Jessica Brisdon
Georgia Brown
Brooklyn Bulpit
Amelia Burggraf
Claire Burris
Mattias Campos
Juan Carmona
Tina Chen
Lauren Cheng
Alyssa Clough
Jenna Clough
Andrew Cocking
Mason Commodore
Tyler Conacher
Grace Confortin
Gabriella Corben
Salena Cushman
Logan D'Eath
Matt Davidson
Bootho Davies
Gracie Davis
Noah Demers
Rohan Dhanda
Maya Donahue
Ryan Downie
Valerie Durova
Alpy Erdogdu
Claes Erickson
Aidan Faivre-Duboz
Duncan Farrer
Jennifer Fawley
Grant Ferbers
Leticia Fernandes
Amelie Fether
Vicente Figueroa Hidalgo
Lauren Fisher
Nick Frederick
Brynn Freeland
Nelson Fretenburg
Joash Frias
Thomas Gagne
Campbell Gardner
Julia Gocal
Joshua Gomez
Jack Gorton
Kylie Graffy
Logan Grande
Amy Greenwood
Aaron Griezic
Nicolas Gutierrez Soler
Annalise Haddock
Ethan Hanlon
Nicole Harney
Paul Harney
Tennille Hartley
Spencer Heinrich
Thomas Hill
Carter Hillier
Allison Hills
Aaron Holt
Ben Holtzman
Mary Hosseini
Andrew Howe
Benjamin Humer
Merhechard Jamshidian
Daniel Jo
Lauren Johnstone
Miaka Judenhagen
Kristian Juthans
Brian Kim
Danniel Kim
Jacob Klassen
Nicole Kleiman
Tyler Knowles
Nanako Koja
Nick Kordysz
Dillon Kornafel
Leyton Kwan
Dylan Lawry
Peter Le
Sam Lee
Alex Lilley
Carter Lisle
David Lisle
Sierra Loewen
Jackie Lovelett
Davin MacPherson
Alysha Mah
Clarice Mah
Fiona Mak
Ethan Markey
Jade Martey
Timon Martell
Sierra Martin
Hayley McCormick
Hannah McCutcheon
Allison McDonald
Portia McDonald
Blaize McGovern
Madeline Mead
Ella Mellinghaus
Lilia Miki
Dylan Mitchell-Gash
Declan Moffat
Emily Mohoric
Madison Monahan
Chloe Moon
Colby Moore
Haylee Moore
Maggie Moroz
Aiden Mufti
Jamie Muir
Tyson Murray Driver
Mackenzie Nadin
Kaiki Nakamura
Hasti Nikfarjam
Erika Odegard
Gabriella Palacios
Andrew Park
Joshua Park
Ava Paton
Justin Patrickson
Olivia Payne
Hope Pearmain
Adam Phair
Jason Piano
Max Pietrzyk
Daniel Pinatze Caballero
Anika Pindur
Matthew Pramberger
Charlotte Prangley
Jaegar Redpath
Max Richards
Lauren Rispin
Natalia Roman
Georgia Ross
Greta Rossi Galante
Eric Roundhill
Jake Rubin
Alice Rustichelli
Ludovica Saccavini
Ilaria Sarti
Kiana Schandor
Jennifer Schatz
Cole Scheman
Kade Schoening
Callum Sharrock
Allison Short
Brendan Side
Ria Sisodraker
Chris Skuse
Myra Sobelman
Colby Soolsma
Jamina Soriano
Peter Speth
Carson Standing
Ireland Steacy
Adam Steele
Nick Stewart
Cameron Sullivan
Sarah Sullivan
Shea-Marie Szaroz
Alberto Tancon
Matt Taylor
Amy Thompson
Janelle Tindle
Maya Tomes
Sabrina Tsumura
Patrick Tufts
Julia Turitsa
Maxine Turner
Daniel Tyson
Jack Vandermye
Abby Villagante
Kira Viner
Federico Vitali
Liam Vlcek
Daniel Walsoff
Patrick Walters
Elisha Watts
Christian Wels-Lopez
Antoine Wong
Christian Wong
Hans Wu
Carina Yong
Joshua Young
Reno Young
Mikhail Yourchenko
Auden Zhang

Argyle Secondary Graduates

Kim Jonat, Principal
Caren Hall, Vice Principal
John Crowley, Vice Principal
Carson Graham Secondary Graduates

Suzette Dohm, Principal
Tim Ireland, Vice Principal
Justin Wong, Vice Principal

Dylan Acker
David Fernan Alano
Arya Amanat
Sonya Amir
Darius Andrade
Noella Anozie
Kristina Antonio
Jericho Apil

Isaac Awram
Vanessa Arce
Jaida Aquash
Jericho Apil
Kristina Antonio
Hannah Channon
Isabelle Catenaccio
Sophia Cross

Seyed Parsa Ayoughi
Afeiya Baguinon
Crystal Bales Chavarria
Tina Barkhi
Kurtis Binns
Parsa Bisheh
Tessa Black
Jesper Bong
Kai Bourne-Bukin
Chris Buan

Dylan Butterworth
Mark Joshua Caceres
Amelia Cameron
Jacob Camino
Kendyll Carr
Isabelle Cattenacio
Hannah Channon
Kaylee Charland
Thomas Charlton

Qingran Chen
Samantha Cheung
Sydney Chiem
Bethanee Chou
May Chung
Isaac Clark
Sarah Clegg
Christine Clippingdale
Lucas Conroy
Marshall Cooper
Kristine Cortez
Toby Cowie
Sophia Cross

Kaia Crozier
James Curleigh
Blake Curry
Steele Curry
Elysha Dapios
Elora Davies-Velie
Evan Davies-Velie
Marcus Degenstein
Niko Delkhah
Jan Dizon
Dakota Dore
Juliana Doyle
Jade Marco Duque
Madeleine Ehinger
Nadine El-Asmar
Etanda Elliott
Hayden Ellis
Goli Eshtiaghi
Maxwell Faber
Atoosa Fasihi
Aurelia Favarro
Zackary Ferguson
Georgia Fisher
Hayley Fitzgerald
Cameron Fletcher
Jacopo Forlini
Hooyar Foroughizadeh
Luke Forrestor
Mason Foster
Rayne Foulds
Lewis Fox
Cassandra Fraser
Maria Galvis Espejo
Chloe Gannon-Nicholson
Brayden Gardner
Shana George
Jackson Gillies
Spencer Gillis
Brooke Glazier
Zoe Gray
Lauren Grey
Rosa Guerra-Stewart
Tessa Hanlon
Lucas Hass-Spees

Yiwen He
Shayan Heidari
Soha Heydarian
Ewan Hodkinson
Alex Hughes
Alyssa Hughes
Clayton Hunter
Rhianna Ingborg
Jordan Ingel
Danesh Irani
Vladimir Ivanov
Shad Jabbar
Erik Jack
Alfred Jacobs
Monica Jacobs
Amin Jafarpour
Mehrdad Jaaleian
Taghaddomi
Kiarash Jalali
AJ Jalop
Nissa Kachina
Sam Keeble
Elaina Kiani
Rachel Kim
Sharene Kim
Rio Kiyooka
Mary Kobierski
Caitlin Kotai
Eric Krafczyk
Isabella Kulaek
Sera Kumata
Jeremy Kwon
Alyanna Laguit
Maddy Langston
Lina Lapsh
Nina Lazarevic
Giovanna Lazzarini
Calvin Le
Tomo Lee
Darius Lewis
Bradley Librojo
Annika Loven
Melina Macchabee
Aidan MacInnis
Sage Mack
Neil Kobe Magat
Negin Maghsoudi Gohar
Romina Mahinpei
Estela Majano
Michelle Mandelstam
Dean Manson
Pedro Marinelli
Mona Maroosi
Grace Martindale
Cherie Martins
Andreaa Maximianu
Grace McCredie
Elliott McDonald
Damien McIvorwood
Reyanna Mercado
Regan Metcalfe
Marcus Michelacci-Davis
Athos Michellepis De Siqueira
Justin Milovanov
Lucy Mitchell
Ximena Montes Rodriguez
Brandon Morgan
Sergey Morozov
Riley Mulleda
Seamus Murnaghan
Grace Nagle
Alex Nahane
Niyousha Nayeb
John Patrick Niegos
Denise Ortega
Marco Otano Huaman
Justine Daile Pabro
Ase Pagan
Orly Pajarillaga
Vala Pedram
Julian Pimer
Grace Pitre
Dominic Po White
Parsa Poursaied Esfahani
Luke Qian
Ivan Oshward Radoc
Elina Raghi
Saba Rahimi
Sadaf Rahimi
Madaline Robathan
Anne-Marie Robinson
Valerie Rodriguez
Autumn Rogers
Elise Saatchi
Adrian Saengma
Sam Salehpour
Navid Salimi
Von Luigi Salvaloza
Kiarash Samouti

Roxana Sanat-Pisheh
Manuel Sandin Moreno
Gabie Mhyr Joy Mowly Sangalan
Kirthiga Saravanam
Mitchell Seiler
Anita Shaban
Jackson Shafer
Helia Sheikh Zeinoddini
Savannah Sibson
Rayan Sichani
Giovanni Solidoro
Mone Solmaz
Carley Spence
Kenneth Sugi
Alexandra Suttle
Chloe Sutton
Veronica Szenowicz
Ja Min Tae
Saina Tahooni
Kirsty Tait
Jordan Taylor
Essiyas Tessema
Ricky John Tolentino
Kodye Tong-Branan
Chelsea Joy Tougan
Jack Travis
Brody Treuer
Maya Turcios
Annette Van Der Lee
Borbolla
Rowan van der Marel
Ronvied Velasco
Tyler Wallace
Caitlin Wallin
Sarah Wallstrom
Janet Warnes
Logan Weidner
Alyssa Whinnock-Bob
Robert Williams
Tal Williams-Wood
Dana Winkler
Jena Withers
Matthew Wong
Campbell Wright
Kseniya Yakovenko
Michelle Yang
Brianna Yelton
Luqman Zakeer
Joshua Zimmerman
Cedric Andrei Zuzon
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Handsworth Secondary Graduates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rupi Samra-Gynane, Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Barrett, Vice Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Best, Vice Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Parsa Agha Kazem Shirazi
- Riccardo Agostinis
- Farbod Alirezaee
- Kobi Alleyne
- Sydney Alleyne
- Emily Anderson
- Kieran Anderson
- Kian Anjam
- Kyle Anyon
- Sarah Armstrong
- Avin Ashari
- Iedean Ashrafi
- David Austin
- Madeley Avotins
- Aria Bahrami
- Kimia Bahrami
- Claire Bates
- Rhys Baxter
- Katrina Becker-Gedge
- Stefano Benzan
- Brett Birch-Jones
- Noel Blackwood
- Kasper Blyt
- Nikki Blythe
- Niki Booker
- Georgia Booth
- Lucas Booth
- Alireza Borujerdi
- Jack Brooks
- Landon Brown
- Calder Bryson
- Vera Bulowski
- Maddison Butler
- Alicia Butterworth
- Sandra Cacibaja
- Samantha Callaghan
- Dharan Cap
- Campbell Carlson
- Ava Cassar Torreggiani
- Marco Cattaneo Vittone
- Daisy Cen
- Caitlin Chang
- Macie Chapman
- Alex Cho
- Josh Christopher
- Aidan Chubb
- Panida Chuenkittivorawat
- Ryan Collins
- Ana Compri Jacob
- Aidan Crookshank
- Samanta Crumble
- Cole Cusanelli
- Matthew Cusanelli
- Yashar Dadashzadeh
- Sarah Darke
- Tara Davari
- Mina Davati
- Jackson Davies
- Holly Dawson
- Quinn De Haas
- Andres Delgado
- Grace Delmotte
- Van Hieu Dinh
- Michael Dinoto
- Scott Dirom
- Shahan Djavadi
- Tayla Doyle
- Alison Drummond
- Thomas Duthie
- Ericka Edgell
- Lucas Eisner
- Furkan Elcin
- Georgia Ellis
- Annika Eng
- Isaac Eva
- Scott Evans
- Nilo Falahian
- Farzan Farid
- Francesca Fasan
- Roham Fereidouni
- Alexa Finlay
- Justin Fleming
- Caleb Fox
- Cailin Fraser
- Kallum Fraser
- Tommy Gagnon
- Taylor Gardner
- Mikciah Ciara Gasmen
- Tristan Gau
- Paniz Ghavimi
- Lauren Gibbs
- Ava Giefing
- Samantha Giel
- Zoe Glover
- Jack Goodenough
- Alexandra Gordon
- Luke Grantham
- Sara Guiati
- Jamie Gunter
- Parham Haghnegahdar
- Connor Hamfeldt
- Dane Hansen
- Jaden Harrison
- Malena Heinrichs
- Sascha Henkel
- Megan Hingson
- Owen Holman
- Kurt Hoogendoorn
- George Horn
- Kristin Horne
- Sahar Hosseinpouli
- Mamaghani
- Ano Vad
- Annabelle Howorth
- Joao Hui Zarro
- Max Jadue
- Kevin James
- Grace Janes
- Rachael Jelinek
- Siri Ji
- Serina Jiang
- Kevin Jing
- Tiana Johnson
- Katrine Jones
- Natalie Jones
- Tait Jordan
- Armon Kaboly
- Stephanie Kang
- Yerim Kang
- Elena Keith
- Charlie Kenna
- Helya Khamseh
- Danny Kim
- Sean Kim
- Yechein Kim
- Yen Kim
- Emma Kirby
- Ben Kotylak
- Aaron Kruger
- Isabella Kunickey
- Luca Le May
- Don Lee
- Griffin Lee
- Jake Lee
- Matthew Lee
- Sydney Lee
- Justin Lefevre
- Winnie Li
- Jessica Lightbody
- Chris Lim
- Maddy Lim
- Max Lipiec
- Sam Locher
- Michael Lovely
- Destiny Lowe
- Joel Lucas
- Pascale Luers
- Alex Luft
- Robert Lutman
- Benjamin Lynch
- Beka Lu
- Eamon Ma
- Wyatt Maaker
- Elise Macdougall
- Anika Mackay
- Arvin Madhi
- Alessandra Mantovani
- Natasha Manuel
- Michal Mario Manzi
- Sam Marburg
- Gordie Marshall
- Aidan Martin
- Mireille Maurice
- Jessica McDougall
- Owen McGregor
- Charlotte McInnes
- Charlie McNeil
- Kyle McNeill
- Blake Meckling
- Ceidrick Mendoza
- Alayna Menning
- Daniel Merletti
- Tania Michani
- Charlie Milley
- Christa Miiel
- Sofia Mior
- Sara Mirone
- Vasu Mittal
- Caitlin Mollison
- Giovanna Morita
- Brianna Mueller
- Eirk Muller
- Gayeon Mun
- Connor Murphy
- Kiki Nakad
- Melina Naysery
- Lexi Newbiggin

Cont'd next page...
North Vancouver School District would like to acknowledge these valued community partners for supporting our 2020 graduates.
Mountainside Secondary Graduates

Brandan Antone
Ewan Banks
Samantha Bassam
Catherine Bautista
Gillian Bell
Sarah Beyers
Francin Bolton
Alannah Casley
Jordan Charles
Deven Collins
Cole Crawford
Jack Dannatt
Cassandra Davis
Zaffira De Cotis
Kyrah Desforge-Major
Hayden Dobie
Aja Fair
Patricia Mari Flores
Kimberly Rose Garcia
Hannah Godin
Joy Henry
Garret Ikinci
Emma Jeffrey
Reine Joshua Morales
Sophie Lane
Samuel Klassen
Charlotte Daisy Kovacic-Besner
Maya Mars
William Matsubuchi-Bremner
Antonio McLauchlan
Angela Mirshakari
Michaela Moore
Steven Nicol
Kallym Nicoll
Earlene O’Connell
Maxim Pace
Aspen Parke
Julia Pramberger
Lilach Rosenfeld
Jared Sayle
Jeffery Seiben-Paquette
Jordan Semeniuk
Cole Sinclair
Orlanda South
Kaden Steffen
Lauryn Thrift
Tristan Van Leeuwen
Athena Walder
Niko Williamson
Thomas Wilson
Julie Williams

Seycove Secondary Graduates

Mehrsad Aalipour
Arshia Abbasi
Joshua Alfaro
Jaycen Allen
Izzy Arthur
Jad Bathani
Sofia Bergman
Stella Bindon
Willa Bisanz
Hannah Bontinen
Daly Bouskill
Elizabeth Breuls
Finn Brooks
William Buckingham
Isobel Casey
Angela Chirico
Shamus Cochlin
Aidan Cove
Imogen Crawford
Olivia Curley
Nick Damsell
Ryan Dandar
Ethan Dennis
Ryan Dent
Isabelle Denton
Isobel DeVille
Simon Devisser
Melissa Dong
Oliver Dorey
Michael Douhan
Andrew Dreyer
Emma Elvin
Tommaso Ferri
Adam Gerbrecht
Ashton Gharangozli
Parker Gilson
Julia Goodison
Brian Han
Zakk Harman
Nathan Hebb
Quinn Helgason
Gavin Hickey
Sky Hoyle
Alexander Hutchison
Gemma Innes
Ali Ireland
Sheida Jayez Canary
Caden Jenkins
Kyle Kang
Iu Mi Kim
Eric Klimek
Julia Knapp
Ariela Korcari
Senya Kyle-Oldrieve
Spencer Laube
Lucy Lazarowich
Seunghyun Lee
Ryan Leonard
Roxanna Lewon
Eric Louie
Marcus Lyle
David Macdonald
Jazmyn Mallett
Krista Marcha
Ami Matsumoto
Paris McBride
Chloe Milcak
Daniel Miller
Nicole Milton
Elisa Mischi
Taylor Newell
Masi Niro
Sydney Norris
Maggie Osieja
Lucas Ospino
Calum Owen
Joimarie Peters-Anderson
Kayla Robinson
Kate Rogers
Jeremi Rossignol
Kimika Sakaguchi
Samuel Scheewe
James Seed
Joel Shephard
Aiden Siemens
Ronan Silke
Makyla Slater
Brie Smallridge
Trellyn Sutherland
Henry Sveinson
Claire Swanson
Claire Teegen
Emma Telford
Megan Thornton
Mikayla Tonella
Michael Van Laethem
Francisco Vincent
Kazu Wada
Hanna Weinman
Taylor Westerman
Robbie Wharton
Marcus Whitehead
Jessica Whyte
Alex Wiggins
Reid Witham
Mimi Zanker
Jia Yi Zhang
Ella Zinck

Joanne Robertson, Director
Erik Cheb-Terrab
Alexis Graves
Brad Baker, Principal
Taneesha Duncan
Hunter Gonzales
Emily Kelly
Chenoa Nahane
Amer Abu Shamat
Fiona Aldrich
Lucca Ander de Oliveira
Elias
Anita Azarian
Melissa Balun
Jemuelle Ybbo Barreto
Kerry Bautista
Fiona Bayfield
Adam Bayloun
Meena Beck
Carla Gonzalez-Blanchet
Brianne Bolton
Araya Boyce
Rheanne Bratina
Madison Brideaux
Brandon Bright
Brian Bright
Quinn Brookes
Emma Bulick
Beatrice Cagna
Camilla Calcagni
Quinn Cameron
Federica Capobianco
Amy Carter
Jasper James Castillo
Yvonne Chen
Oliver Coates
David Collings
Giovanni Compri
Natalia Coronado
Gutierrez
Jason Coucopoulos
Faren Cross-Nadeau
Davide Dall’Acqua
Hellemond Dargalaii
Denzel Davari
Darren David
Kaya Davies
Nicholas De Lucrezia
Jansen Der
Emily Derrick
Alivia Dhont
Brigette Lorene Ditchos
John Do
Juan Pablo Dominguez Canales
Jacqueline Elwick
Miko Espinosa
Matin Fanaei
Mara Fantoni
Federico Ferrari
Callum Findlay
Jose Enrique Flores
Madison Franklin
Hunter Gladstone
Adrianna Godber
Owen Grimes
Jack Grundy
Graeme Halliday-Gunn
Zack Hanson
Suzie Hotta
Collwyn Howard
Camille Hunt
Sara Intra
Lachlan Irwin-Roberts
Mahiro Ito
Erfan Javanmardi
Collin Jennings
Lexie Joo
Frances Kerr
Amit Khanduri
April Kim
Cathlyne Kim
Madison King
Mykhailo Kmetiuk
Lucas Ko
Paige Kobzar
Tanner Komzak
Adrianna La Chimea
Grace Lai
Alex Lee
Daniel Leicester
Ryan Leonard
Rex Li
Jenna London
Josh Maga
Arshpreet Mann
Natalia Alcantara Haddad Martim
Ryan Martin
Julie Marumo
Giulio Mazza
Jordan McCarthy
Quinn McDonald
Akari McIntyre
Bridget Merrell
Graham Miles
Scott Miles
Philip Millare
William Miller
Filippo Mogliotti
Tara Momeni
Nikolas Montecalvo
Krista Morin
James Murphy
Sarah Myskiw
Lucas Neuman
William Nygard
Sania Padyab
Junno Pak
Suhayl Patel
Maya Pather
Sophia Phaneuf
Lea Posteraro
Ashley Prihar
Brooklyn Pringle
Harnoor Purewal
Alicia Ranahan
Kelli-ann Reed
Ghazal Rezaei Tabrizi
Shadi Rezaiekeramati
Ali Riyasat Fard
Zered Ezbon Rose
Michelle Russell
Alexandra Schaal
Connor Shackle
Makenzie Shannon
Juyong Shin
Jovan Sihota
Joey Sim
Wyatt Sinclair
Kamryn Skaling
Ana Smith Velazquez
Ally Smith
Hannah Smith
Hayden Smith
Ali Solatifar
Nicolas Sollors
Sana Soltani
Justin Somerville
Benjamin Sommers
Ethan Spence
Trinity Stanger
April Stirling
Miranda Stokovac
Michael Taguinota
Bryn Takashiba
Sunny Tanchev
Froilan Rey Tanza
Hunter Tarves
Quinn Taylor-Poole
Mitvet Marie Templado
Abby Townsend
Sukhmani Uppal
John Van der Star
Clelia Vigna
Jackson Wagner
Megan Wall
Jackson Waller
Gabby Walsh
Ava Wang
Amber Wilson
Ethan Yuen
Chiara Zadra
Derek Zhu
Ethan Ziea
Antonio Zottoli
Sutherland Secondary Graduates
Cary Hungle, Principal
Greg Hockley, Vice Principal
Meghan Downie, Vice Principal
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Windsor Secondary Graduates

Julian Amar
Sara Bagheri
Darren Baker
Sadie Banfield
Everett Banks
Brianna Barnes-Lindner
Jayden Barranti
Alice Battista
Erin Bernard
Lukas Bernatik
Gurjeet Bhangoo
Alex Bird
Carrie Biro
Kate Bourdon
Maggie Brock
Taylan Cakir
Charlie Calla
Emma Cameron
Rebecca Campbell
Jadon Cartwright-Sauer
Daline Caner Chen
Andra Chitan
Shiv Chopra
Lorenzo Cisari
Jaden Coetzee
Sydney Crosby
Daniel Cruz
Angel Menqui Cui
Maxwell Dahl-Sam
Venice Dang
Alexa De Grandmaison
Tynan Dea
Jamie Deane
Anna Ho
Evan Hoegler
Toby Hoem
Maddie Holborn-Townsend
He Huang
Kelsey Jang
Kiana Javannard
Pagahaleh
Ben Johansen
Hannah Jussinoja
Alec Kaiser
Emma Kampert
Maria Karpova
Reilly Kiff
Jonathan Kim
Hannah Kloyber
Cassia Kobayashi
Taina Koskela
Eita Kuboki
Mina Kurihara
Kendra Kusherenko
Diego Ledezma
Kai Lewis
Annie Little
Leigham Magee
Matteo Maggioni
Olivia Mair
Matthew Marchant
Alison Marier
Matthew Marshall
Andrew Martin
Liam Martin
Lynn Masri
Nicole McAlindon
Ashley McCormack
Ryan McEachern
Renee McGrath
Kayla Mclemore
Maria Paula Mendoza Zepeda
Sawyer Michaela
Senna Moroney
Noelle Morrow
Sunny Mu
Kayla Munro
Maleeha Musani
Dante Nicastro
Vanessa Nicastro
Zareck Norris
Kelly Oates
Kyle Ozolins
Skyler Palleson-McLeod
Connor Paquin
Max Paul
Gavin Piccolo
Tyler Pires
Sarah Pollard
Ali Pourmohammad
Colby Pringle
Nathan Pruner
Evah Przybylski
Gabriel Rabello Oliveira
Seyed Raman
Ramakhashemi
Karan Rawla
Ben Reisner
Andie Brooklyn Reynolds
Bradley Richards
Teegan Rideout
Vanessa Rivard
Jaliesa Rivas Grant
Sam Robitaille
Diego Rodriguez Nieto
Skye Rohani
Marina Rollmann
Gabe Ross-Wilson
Cary Rowe
Saba Sadeghian
Jessie Saunders
Sam Schienbein
Josua Schindler
Kai Schooner
Kush Sehgal
Claus Severin
Rianna Shannon
Hannah Sharpe
Paige Sharpe
Jessica Sherwood
Harry Zhe Shi
A J Shipway
Julia Sikich
Hunter Smith
Jordan Smith
Makena Smith
Terrell Snow
Dominic Starck
Alger Suarez
Annika Sunde
Jon Sutcliffe
Megan Sutherland
Federico Talotta
Colleen Tetzlaff
Mathieu Theoret-Yip
Piper Thompson
Danae Thrower
Cole Thulin
Jolene Verdicchio
Samantha Volkamer
Jacob Wait
Justin Walton
Shuyao Cassie Wang
Lindsay Watson
Jaime Watt
Shaylee Weitman
Ryan Werbowski
Kami Yamamoto
Christy Kexin Yu
Bari Zanatta